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FOREWORD
ILF Consulting Engineers always endeavours to precisely analyse the requests and needs of
its clients and to subsequently provide fully optimised, state-of-the-art services. Clients are
provided with the best possible service by this focusing on their needs and our continuous
efforts to achieve the highest possible quality and safety standards.
The Integrated Management System (IMS) of the ILF Group is a key element in these efforts.
The IMS contains, in addition to this IMS Brochure, the IMS Manual intended for use by employees of ILF. The IMS Brochure provides a quick overview of the IMS manual. Every company within the ILF Group is also free to develop additional IMS documents which are adapted
to the specific needs of the particular company.
The IMS comprises the subjects Quality Management, Health, Safety and Environment, Compliance, Project and Knowledge Management.
The IMS is the ILF Group’s management instrument and designed to make work easier for all
employees. The standardisation of processes and designations, and the clear definition of responsibilities and communication channels will simplify project work and facilitate and encourage cooperation between employees from various departments and companies of the ILF
Group.
The IMS was introduced in the ILF Group in February 2003. It is the explicit request of the ILF
Group that all employees apply the IMS in their daily work. This also means that the IMS is
revised and updated regularly in every area where this is practical and necessary. In order to
continually optimise in-house work processes, a suggestion scheme has been incorporated for
the submission of improvement suggestions. The IMS has been continuously updated since
its introduction in 2003. Wherever necessary, improvements have been incorporated in the
processes, drawing on the significant contribution by all employees. It is intended to update
the processes continuously as necessary.

The IMS is process-oriented and complies with the requirements of the international standard
ISO 9001 (edition 2015), ISO 14001 (edition 2015), and ISO 45001 (edition 2019)

Munich/Innsbruck, May 2022

For the ILF Group

Klaus Lässer
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1

THE ILF GROUP –
A SHORT DESCRIPTION
The ILF Group consists of a number of internationally active engineering and consulting companies which were created from regional branches of ILF. The core
task of the Group is to provide the best possible support to its clients during the
development and implementation of major industrial and infrastructure projects. At
present, the companies of the ILF Group have a workforce of more than 2,000
highly qualified employees in various technical disciplines at offices in over 40 locations in various countries. To date, more than 6,000 projects have been completed successfully in over 100 countries for clients from the public and private
sectors.
Since all member companies of the ILF Group are completely privately owned, the
ILF Group is totally independent of construction companies, manufacturers’ interests and banks. It can therefore act in the sole interests of its clients.
The business activities of the ILF Group comprise four main business areas:
Oil, Gas & Industrial

Energy & Climate Protection

Water & Environment

Transport & Structures

The directors of the Group Management Board manage and coordinate the subsidiaries and branches assigned to them both in a technical sense and with respect
to business development activities.
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2

IMS – AN INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT INSTRUMENT

2.1

WHAT DOES IMS STAND FOR?
The abbreviation ”IMS” stands for the Integrated Management System of the ILF
Group, which combines a quality management system, a safety, security, health
protection and environmental management system, as well as a compliance management system, a knowledge management system and a project management
system.
The Integrated Management System (IMS) is divided into interdisciplinary processes which describe the proven work processes with which ILF employees must
comply (“standard ILF practice”). By applying the IMS in various work processes,
it becomes a management instrument for both the ILF Group and the individual
companies of the ILF Group.
Figure 1: Integrated Management System

The IMS also ensures that the company conforms to the requirements of international standards ISO 9001 (edition 2015), ISO 14001 (edition 2015) and ISO 45001
(edition 2019).
The IMS is primarily regarded as a work aid for all ILF Group employees. By standardising processes, structures and designations, cooperation between employees
from different departments and/or companies of the ILF Group in joint projects will
be facilitated and promoted. Clearly defined responsibilities and distinctly arranged
interfaces are of prime significance in this process.
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2.2

WHICH TARGETS ARE PURSUED WITH THE IMS?
The IMS of the ILF Group helps to achieve and continually improve the following
ILF strategic targets.
▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

QUALITY
a)

Convincing clients through high-quality work, reliability, faithfulness to
deadlines and integrity.

b)

Continuously optimising individual performance in order to serve clients
even more effectively and efficiently.

c)

Securing and expansion of qualitative market leadership in the main business areas of ILF.

SAFETY, SECURITY AND HEALTH PROTECTION
a)

Safety, security and protection of health of our employees and third parties have top priority.

b)

The inevitable risks caused by business activities are reduced as far as
possible by means of preventive measures.

ENVIRONMENT
a)

Endeavours to gain social acceptance, sustained benefits and long-term
environmental compatibility of planned buildings and plants.

b)

Reduction in the environmental impacts to a minimum.

COMPLIANCE
a)

Ensuring compliance with the respective compliance requirements by
means of an effective Compliance Management System that is constantly
updated.

b)

Adopting preventive measures that help avoid and identify violations
against compliance requirements, and taking effective corrective
measures.

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
a)

Developing new areas of knowledge and competence and maintaining
and enhancing existing areas of knowledge and competence in line with
current market requirements and strategic goals.

b)

Achieving an increase in efficiency and ensuring the quality of the services
rendered by ILF is up to standard.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
a)

Striving for Engineering Excellence and efficient project management
through a systematic approach to project management that is based on
recommended practices and standards published by the Project Management Institute (PMI).

b)

Ensuring that this system can be fully tailored to the clients’ needs.
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2.3

HOW DID THE IMS ORIGINATE?
In 1996 ILF introduced a quality management system and was certified according
to the international standard ISO 9001, edition 1994.
Due to the modified requirements of the revised international standard ISO 9001,
edition 2000, it was necessary to revise the quality management system. During
the revision, the main focus was on improving the structure of the administrative
processes, i.e. the related work processes.
During the handling of major international projects, it was also ascertained to an
increasing extent that large institutional clients, in particular, attached great importance to the areas of safety and health protection. In addition to the corresponding regulations within each organisation, related expectations of the different contractors are also formulated. Out of the desire to protect its own employees and in
the knowledge of the best possible cooperation with these clients, ILF also developed a safety and health protection management system.
In order to attain the superordinate goals of ILF regarding a permanent positive
influence on our environment through the work of ILF, the requirements of an environmental management system were also formulated.
Three independent management systems have been replaced by a single Integrated Management System (IMS) in the ILF Group.
In 2017 the systems for compliance, knowledge and project management, which
had been developed in parallel, were implemented.
Until now the IMS of the companies of the ILF Group is certified in accordance with
ISO 9001:2015. Several companies of the ILF Group are also ISO 45001:2019,
SCC** and ISO 14001:2015 certified.
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Figure 2: Selected ILF certificates
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3

STRUCTURE OF THE IMS DOCUMENTATION
The IMS of the ILF Group comprises this IMS Brochure, the IMS Manual and additional company-specific IMS documents prepared by the individual ILF companies in agreement with the ILF Group.
The IMS Brochure is an integral part of the Integrated Management System of the
ILF Group. The IMS Brochure (Level 1) clearly and concisely explains the basic
principles, structure and targets of the IMS, and is thus suitable for distribution to
clients, clients and other third parties.
The latest version of the IMS Manual (Level 2) is available in the ILF Intranet and
can therefore be accessed by all employees.
Every IMS process consists of a process description.
This process description is a text and describes the respective process sequence
in detail. Where applicable, the description is divided into individual process steps,
which usually correspond to a chapter in the description.
The responsibilities and accountabilities for the individual process steps are
summarised at the end of each process step in a so-called RACI matrix
(responsibility matrix). Here, the responsibilities/accountabilities are shown, in
addition to being described in the text, for a better overview:
R

A

C

I

R A C I stands for Responsible-Accountable-Consulted-Informed and in the
context of the IMS is to be understood as follows:
R – Responsible: who is responsible for carrying out the task
A – Accountable: who is responsible for a decision and/or approves the task
C – Consulted:

who supports/advises on the implementation of the task (specialist experts, third parties not directly involved in the implementation) or is involved in the task

I – Informed:

who will be informed about the results of the task

The respective roles, such as project manager, senior management, etc. are
entered in the RACI matrix.
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Figure 3: IMS contents

Each company of the ILF Group is free to prepare further company-specific IMS
documents in which specific work processes are described in more detail for the
special purposes of this company. Prior to the release of these documents, coordination and acceptance with the ILF Group must be performed. Compliance with
these documents is obligatory in the companies of the ILF Group which produced
them; in other companies of the ILF Group the documents may be used as templates or specimens.
Continuous improvement of all documents is a central element of the IMS. Consequently, individual processes will also be improved and updated depending on the
knowledge and experience acquired during the application of these processes.
Each process is therefore provided with its own revision number which can be seen
in the top right corner of each document.
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4

SUBJECT STRUCTURE OF THE IMS

4.1

PRINCIPAL PROCESS GROUPS
The individual processes of the IMS have been logically divided into three principal
process groups and then further into several process groups in order to make it
easier to find individual processes. The Principal Process Groups are defined below.
1.

Management
The first Principal Process Group entitled “Management” comprises all the processes which are required to manage and control the ILF Group and the individual companies of the ILF Group. The main components are corporate philosophy, corporate strategy, business planning and representation of the organisation of the ILF Group and the companies of the ILF Group. Furthermore,
the safety-related processes for the office premises in which the companies of
the ILF Group operate have been included. Finally, the core subjects for environmental protection are included with respect to the office infrastructure.

2.

Service Performance
The second Principal Process Group entitled “Service Performance” lists all
processes that are required for the operational business activities of the ILF
Group. The range of subjects in this Principal Process Group extends from
determination of the client’s needs within the framework of the marketing and
business development process group and contracting through to the project
processing process group. The necessary activities for internal administration
of the projects have also been included. The “foundations” of the various work
steps are formed by the processes for project processing, as well as safety
and health protection of employees and safeguarding of environmental compatibility in different work activities.

3.

Resources
The Principal Process Group entitled “Resources” includes all process groups
which are significant prerequisites for actual performance of the services. In
addition to the “Employees” process group, this group also includes
Knowledge Management, Document Administration, IT and Commercial Administration.
The overview below describes the IMS Process Model and shows the structure of the principal process groups and subordinate process groups.
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4.2

IMS PROCESS MODEL
Figure 4: IMS process groups

5

AREA OF APPLICABILITY
The IMS is binding on all companies in the ILF Group. The additional company
specific documents prepared by individual companies of the ILF Group only apply
to those particular companies. If necessary, however, they can also be employed
by all other companies.

6

CONTINUATION AND RELEASE
Prime responsibility for the IMS and its implementation in the ILF Group is vested
in the IMS Manager who is a member of the Group Management Board (GMB) of
the ILF Group. Each company of the ILF Group nominates out of their management
an IMS Manager who is then ultimately responsible for the implementation of the
IMS in this company of the ILF Group.
The IMS Group Manager and the IMS Company Managers also nominate one or
more IMS Officers who provide the IMS Managers with corresponding support
regarding updating and implementation of the IMS. The tasks of the IMS Officers
are described in the IMS.
The IMS is released centrally by means of process PG0002 “Table of contents”
signed by the IMS Group Manager. The individual processes in the last revisions
shown in the overview of contents are therefore released.
Since the entire IMS Manual is available in the ILF Intranet, the latest revision is
available to all ILF employees at all times. Moreover, the current status of all processes can be determined at any time.
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Release of the additional company-specific IMS documents is the responsibility
of the IMS Officer in the relevant company of the ILF Group. Prior to release, these
documents must also be checked for conformity with the IMS Manual by the ILF
Group’s IMS Officer. Released documents will be added to the overview of additional company-specific IMS documents in the IMS Manual by the ILF Group’s IMS
Officer (Process PG0007).
The ILF Group’s Intranet also contains an overview of all additional company-specific IMS documents which have been released.
This enables all ILF employees to access these documents.

Appendix 1: Designation of IMS documents

The designation of the individual IMS documents is regulated as follows:
ABCDEE_F.GGG
Designates the electronic file format in which the relevant file has been
generated:
XLS
DOC
PPT

Excel
Word
PowerPoint

Designates the revision of the document
Two-digit number for the relevant process
Single-digit, sequential number for the process group
Designates the main group
1
2
3

Management
Service performance
Resources

Designates the applicability of the document
G

ILF Group

Designates the document type:
P
M
C
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Appendix 2: Overview of the processes

PG0002 Table of contents
Process
no.
PG0001
PG0002
PG0003
PG0004
PG0005
PG0006
PG0007
PG0008
PG0009
PG0010
PG0011

Process groups
Processes
Preface
Table of contents
Abbreviations and term definitions
Structure and applicability
Administration of the IMS
User notes
Further company-specific IMS documents
Who needs to know which process?
Risks and opportunities
Overview of ILF Company Codes and Numbers
Overview of Internal ILF Project Numbers

1
1.1
PG1101
PG1102
PG1103
PG1104
PG1105
PG1106
PG1107

MANAGEMENT
Corporate philosophy
The ILF Group mission statement
Code of conduct
Quality policy of the ILF Group
HSSE Policy of the ILF Group
Sustainability Policy of the ILF Group
Leadership Principles
Human Rights Policy of the ILF Group

1.2
PG1201

Corporate strategy
Development of strategy for a company of the ILF Group

1.3
PG1301
PG1302

Corporate planning
Preparation of the financial year for a company of the ILF Group
Closing of the financial year for a company of the ILF Group

1.4
PG1401
PG1402

Corporate organisation
Organisation of the ILF Group
Organisation principles of an ILF Company

1.5
PG1501
PG1502
PG1503
PG1504
PG1505
PG1506

Corporate controlling/improvement
Key figures
IMS system audits
Project audit
Procedure in the event of errors in ILF services
Identification and development of opportunities for improvement
Commercial audits

1.6
PG1601
PG1602
PG1603
PG1604
PG1605
PG1606
PG1607
PG1608
PG1609
PG1610

Health and safety management
Workplace evaluation
Company emergency plan
Evaluation of goods and suppliers with regard to HSSE risks
HSSE - Office Activities
HSSE - Domestic business trips / business trips to neighbouring countries
HSSE - Business trips to remote foreign countries
HSSE - Work on construction sites
HSSE - Field work
Environmental management
Environmental protection principles in the planning and erection phase
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PG0002 Table of contents
Process
no.

Process groups
Processes

1.8
PG1801
PG1802
PG1803
PG1804
1.9
PG1901
PG1902
PG1903
PG1904

Compliance management
Principles of the compliance management system
Compliance management organisation of the ILF Group
Compliance audit
Compliance programme of the ILF Group
Data protection management
Data protection management system
Data protection guideline for employees
Data protection guideline for the management
Data protection audits

2
2.1
PG2101
PG2102
PG2103
PG2104
PG2105
PG2106
PG2107

PROVISION OF SERVICES
Business development, marketing and communication
Corporate design
Client management/Client satisfaction
Project identification up to Go/No-Go Decision
Pre-qualification
Preparation of a proposal
Follow-up of the proposal
Internal and external communication

2.2
PG2201
PG2202
PG2203
PG2204
PG2205

Contractual matters
Conclusion of a contract between ILF and a Client
Conclusion of a contract between ILF and a Joint Venture Partner
Conclusion of a contract between ILF and a Sub-Contractor
Commissioning and Billing between Companies of the ILF Group
Conclusion of a Contract between ILF and a Cooperation Partner

2.3
PG2301
PG2302
PG2303
PG2304
PG2306
PG2307
PG2308
PG2309
PG2310
PG2311
PG2312
PG2313

Project processing
Project preparation
Examination of design base
Check and approval of documents
Internal project administration
Procurement of supplies and services
Construction supervision
Commissioning supervision (System projects)
Project controlling for the client
Health and Safety coordination
Project completion
Warranty period
Claim management

3
3.1
PG3101
PG3102
PG3103
PG3104
PG3105
PG3106
PG3107
PG3110

RESOURCES
Employees
Staff search and selection
Introduction of new staff
Development and succession planning
Human resource planning
Staff appraisal interviews
Staff development
Secondment of employees
Employee departure
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PG0002 Table of contents
Process
no.
3.2
PG3201
PG3202
PG3203
PG3204
PG3205
PG3206

Process groups
Processes
Knowledge management
Competence management
Core competences
Virtual competence teams
Documentation of professional knowledge
Knowledge Portal
Lessons-learned

3.3
PG3301
PG3302
PG3303

Document system
Document administration
Correspondence administration
ILF project filing structure

3.4
PG3401
PG3402
PG3403
PG3404
PG3405
PG3406
PG3407

IT

3.5
PG3501
PG3502
PG3503
PG3504
PG3507
PG3508
PG3509
PG3510
PG3511
PG3512
PG3513
PG3514

Commercial administration
Incoming invoices
Outgoing invoices
Cash register
Travel expenses
Logging hours of work
Cost accounting
Payroll accounting
Accounting
Controlling
Annual accounts
Financial management – cash management
Internal control system (ICS)

3.6
PG3601
PG3602

Insurances and Guarantees
Insurance
Bank guarantees

Procurement and management of software
Procurement and management of hardware
Development of software
Registration and checking of test instruments
User rights in IT systems
IT Security standards
IT Organisation principles
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Appendix 3: The ILF Group mission statement
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Appendix 4: Code of conduct
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Appendix 5: QA / QC Policy of the ILF Group
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Appendix 6: HSSE policy of the ILF Group
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Appendix 7: Sustainability policy of the ILF Group
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Appendix 8: Leadership principles
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Appendix 9: Human rights policy of the ILF group
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